Call for Application


**Location:** Munich, Germany or Paris, France, Slough, UK or Luxembourg
The role will reside in one of the above locations.

**Senior Product Manager**

Amazon opened its virtual doors in 1995 and strives to be the world’s most customer-centric company, where customers can find and discover anything they might want to buy online.
Amazon is currently looking for highly analytical, creative and forward-thinking professionals for all our major locations as we grow and develop in Europe. Opportunities exist in Luxembourg, France and Germany.

With every order placed and parcel delivered, Amazon is getting bigger. It’s a rapid rate of growth. And to keep up with the high expectations of every customer, we’re always looking to source the latest products. As Senior Product Manager for one of our vast categories, you’ll keep our customers up to date with every new arrival.

**About the role**

These challenging roles are about boosting product awareness and improving our overall customer experience. That means working closely with retail teams to manage and implement all promotional activity, maximise selection and improve the range and quality of our merchandise. It also means understanding the competitive market. So looking at everything from traffic and pricing trends, to marketing and merchandising results, you’ll analyse the data, make accurate forecasts and translate it into effective actions – influencing business decisions going forward. What’s more, developing email marketing campaigns, you’ll keep all customers up to date with new releases and see to it that every new product is as successful as possible.

**About you**

Whether you’re an experienced Product Manager with a background in retail, or have recently achieved an MBA, you’ll certainly have proved yourself in a similar, fast-paced environment. Practice in using supporting tools and systems to deliver improvements is essential. While your highly numerical and analytical mind means you’ll have no problem drawing information from databases to make accurate plans and forecasts. Results orientated, you’ll take ownership of multiple projects and driving real change. If you fit the bill, you’ll have every chance to make a big name for yourself on an even bigger scale.

**About us**

We’re not the kind of company that’s happy to sit back and take it all for granted, which is why we always treat every day like the first day. A day to bring in fresh ideas. A day to challenge convention. A day to make more good things happen for our customers. It’s that kind of entrepreneurial spirit that will drive our success now, and reinforce our reputation for great service for years to come. You could be part of it. It’s as simple as this: Work hard. Have fun. Make history.

Amazon is an equal opportunity employer.
To apply

1. Inform your career advisor
2. Apply through the following link: www.amazon.co.uk/careers
   State location: “all”
   The position reference number is: 155301
   Deadline: November 22nd

If you already applied or got in contact during the International Career Fair, please inform your career advisor.